
	

Headship & Submission. 
 

The purpose of this paper is to help members of our church process the way through 
the question of biblical headship and submission – by both caring about the details of 
God’s word and maintaining a wider biblical perspective.  

 

THE WIDER BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE 
 
UNIVERSAL AGREEMENT AMONG CHRISTIANS 
Let’s start with the basics. We all agree that God rules and not us, I assume? His word 
is the final authority on all matters of faith and conduct, right? All Christians worthy 
of being called Christians agree on this. But it is worth stopping here and rejoicing in 
how much we already share!  
 
COMMON DISAGREEMENT HANDLED WELL: STRONG AND WEAK 
This does not mean that we agree on everything. The bible describes many 
disagreements over fasts and feast and holidays and circumcision and food and 
angels. The list goes on and on. Romans 14 calls these ‘disputable matters’ (Rom 14:1).   

It has a framework for handling this – and the key conceptual framework is that we 
are not all fully-formed yet, and cannot expect each other to be – some are mature 
(read ‘strong’), some are less mature (read ‘weak’).  

Whether you believe that headship and its various applications is a cultural add-on to 
the bible or a key biblical concept (as I do), you probably regard people from the 
other view as needing to learn more. You believe you stand in the stronger position. 
There are several things, therefore, you will not do with people who disagree with 
you and who might be regarded in biblical terms as ‘weaker’. Of course, without the 
help of Romans 14, we naturally do all these things! But we are not to…. 

1. Quarrel (Rom 14:1) 
2. Be contemptuous (Rom 14:3) 
3. Judge (Rom 14:3-4) 
4. Cause others to break their conscience & so sin against God (Rom 14:22-23) 

That should set a certain tone of peace as we set out, and should remain true as we 
continue. 

 

 

 



THE DETAILS OF THE PASSAGES 
 

JESUS’ HEADSHIP 

‘Head’ is a word that the bible is happy to associate first with Jesus. Colossians 1 says 
Jesus is ‘the head of the body, the church’ (Col 1:18). This is clearly connected with his 
authority as the ‘firstborn over all creation’ (Col 1:15). His headship is wonderful – it 
brings health to the body, and in fact reconciles a rebellious body to himself and his 
Father at the cost of Jesus’ own death (Col 1:19-20). It is clearly a happy thing to live 
under such a head. (See also Ps 2; Eph 1:22; 4:15’ Col 2:10) But why ‘head’ as an 
image? 

Headship and Authority/Power 

‘Head’ is a basic up-down, vertical image for authority/power. Others suggest that 
‘head’ is a picture not for authority/power but for a less vertical, originating ‘source’, 
and argue this from Col 1:18 also.1 That headship is a metaphor for authority is clear 
for me when I consider a verse such as Colossians 2:10 – ‘Christ is the head over 
every power and authority’. Headship means greater power and authority. 

Jesus has authority and power. He has this as the Son of God, in whom all the fullness 
of God dwells. That is the basis of his headship – a clear statement of his power and 
authority.2 But not only a statement of power and authority…. 

Headship and Love 

Amazingly, Jesus uses this authority by laying down his power in the great 
expression of love in the cross – not staying ‘up’, but coming down, even taking the 
servant form to us, even dying for us (Philippians 2:6-11). He seemed to abandon 
headship for servanthood, before taking it up again at his resurrection at God’s right 
hand. However, the fact that Jesus (the head of all things) chose this makes this kind 
of self-sacrificial love not the contrast to headship, but the best expression of true 
headship.  

A second picture of this headship is Ephesians 5 – where Jesus ‘loves’, ‘gives himself 
up for’ and tenderly ‘cleanses’ his church. It is, of course, the same picture. Of great 
power and authority which lays itself down for the up building of the other. 

Power and authority is not absent here, it is simply used, and even laid down, for the 
sake of others. It is at their disposal, and God’s, not His.  

Christian headship can never be the same after this revelation. 

 

SUBMISSION 

We respond to Jesus’ headship, according to Ephesians 5:24, by ‘submitting’ to Him. 
This is the most natural word for Paul to accompany headship. We feel quite natural 
about using this word for our relationship to Jesus, but ‘submission’ is a hot button 
word for many of us in any other context, and we usually don’t like it. 

Therefore, it is well worth noting that the word is not a negative in the bible. It is nt 
simple, but it is not a straight negative. In short, the word is expected to be 
associated with positive benefits for the early Christians, occasional suffering, and a 
great motivation to live in submission. That’s a long way from running away from it, 
as is current in our culture. 

																																																													
1	Cole,	G.		
2	Other	texts…	



Positive Benefits 

There are, alongside ‘submission’, many other words for response to Jesus – and they 
assume the basic positivity of following Jesus. They are words of benefit including 
loving him, praising him, living in him, having fullness and newness in him. 

Benefits of submission to other lesser heads such as governing authorities or parents 
or husbands are obviously not as glowing as the benefits of submission to Jesus, but 
include: 

 

 To rulers    maintenance of the common good, restraint of evil  

(Rom 13) 

 To husbands    loving kindness, self-sacrifice, spiritual nourishment,  

consideration.  

(Col 3:19: Eph 5:25-33; 1 Peter 3:7) 

To parents pleasing the Lord (Col 3:30); training & instruction in the 
Lord. (Eph 6:4) 

To masters sincerity before the Lord (Col 3:22-24); the Lord’s reward 
(Eph 6:8) 

 

Some Suffering 

1 Peter is the classic letter to people who suffer poor authorities/powers/heads – 
whether rulers, masters or husbands.  

The experience of submission is shaped in significant part by the character of the one 
who has headship over you, so it is not always positive and might involve some 
suffering. Obviously, the bible is a book with a strong knowledge of sin, so it is 
acquainted with terrible ‘heads’. 

Rulers may be ungodly, masters may be ‘harsh’ (1 Pet 2:18), and husbands may not 
agree with your beliefs (1 Peter 3:1). 

This calls for immense wisdom.  

As a very strong side-note…the bible contains much comfort for people who cannot 
be released from awful masters. This is of huge comfort to people in large parts of 
the world. However, 1 Corinthians 7:21 suggests that the gaining of freedom from 
difficult situations where possible is desirable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motivational Example 

The key feature in light of the sinfulness of powers, however, is not of a wholesale 
rejection of submission. It is a rejection of sin. Submission in the New Testament, 
remains a key description of the Christian life and is an admirable part of the faith in 
many Christian relationships. Jesus himself, after all, is held up as the great example 
for the Christian who bears the power of others, even when that authority is 
exercised by the foolish or the evil (1 Peter 2:21-23). We follow a Lord who would 
transform the sinful and violent, and who would trust in God’s judgment, while 
suffering their foolishness in a patient and humble manner.  

We live for Jesus, and we live like Jesus.  

 

THE VERTICAL WORLDVIEW OF THE BIBLE AFFIRMED 

One thing should be clear, in summary – which is that against the ‘upside-down’ 
organizational charts of contemporary corporate practice, or the horizontal 
relationships of street-level egalitarianism – Christianity holds to a significantly 
‘vertical’ view of divine and human inter-relationships: 

This is a view on the world which doesn’t pretend there are no power or authority 
differences, but one in which those given power are called to become servants at 

great self-sacrifice of those they are responsible to love and lead. 

 

THE WIDER BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE AGAIN…. 
 
DISAGREEMENT AMONG CHRISTIANS 
Perhaps you are not feeling great after reading this? Perhaps you are? If you are at all 
disturbed, this makes sense given how counter-cultural this worldview is. If you are 
angry, you may have good reason.  

NOTE:	ON	ABUSE	OF	POWER	

The	bible	hates	the	abuse	of	power	and	contains	more	rebukes	or	abusive	power	
(and	more	lengthy	rebukes)	than	any	document	I	know	(Gen	6:1;	Ps	7:9;	Prov	10:6;	Is	
6-:18;	Ez	7:13;	Jon	3:8;	Mal	2:16,	Matt	11:12).		

Very	happily,	we	live	in	a	society	where	the	rulers	(in	order	to	restrain	evil	and	
promote	good)	create	many	avenues	for	people	to	escape	unjust	treatment.	Praise	
God	for	this!!!!	

Our	strong	advice	for	subjects,	wives	and	children	under	any	form	of	violence	is	–	
use	the	means	in	the	law	to	escape.	Seek	help.	Find	refuge.	Don’t	give	up.	If	you	are	
watching	on	–	help.	Lend	a	hand.	Step	in.	Agitate	for	better	laws	for	protection	of	
the	vulnerable.	Assist	the	weak	and	vulnerable	in	any	way	you	can.	

With	extra	emphasis	let	us	insist	–	the	bibles’	knowledge	of	the	sins	of	foolish	and	
sinful	powers	allow	no	refuge	for	abuse.	It	is	not	permissible,	it	is	exactly	as	we	have	
said	–	sin.		

We	give	refuge	for	the	abused,	rebuke	and	help	for	the	abuser,	and	give	no	refuge	
whatsoever	in	God’s	church	for	abuse.		

	



 

What do we do now?  

Well, we remember our wider biblical perspective for a start. We still share a 
commitment to God’s word ruling over our best thoughts. And because we do, we 
take Romans 14 seriously when it asks us to avoid: 

1. Quarrelling (Rom 14:1) 
2. Contemptuousness (Rom 14:3) 
3. Judging each other (Rom 14:3-4) 
4. Causing each other to break their conscience & so sin against God (Rom 14:22-

23)! 

The aim of all this is peace and mutual edification (Romans 14:19)! So I hope that 
despite possible distress or anger, we have actually taken a step in peace towards 
mutual edification. 

MUTUAL EDIFICATION 
Of course, this hasn’t been mutual yet – so feel free to email me objections questions 
or clarification at jim@stjohnsmaroubra.com . I’d love to engage with you about this 
important matter. Some Q&A’s follow on the next page in answer to some previous 
enquiries.  

BIGGER THINGS 
If you are not so disturbed, then let’s do something else entirely – let’s pull back even 
further and take in the even wider biblical perspective. Let’s continue on in peace 
doing what we want to do most of all – enjoying Jesus, praising him and making him 
known together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS…. 
 
Q: IF THERE IS AN ORDER OF HEADSHIP FROM GOD>JESUS>HUSBAND>WIFE IN 1 
CORINTHIANS 11:3, WHERE DOES THAT LEAVE ME AND MY HOUSEHOLD? I’m NOT 
MARRIED AND LIVE IN SHARE HOUSE? DO I REALLY SHARE IN A CHRISTIAN 
HOUSEHOLD? (I FEEL LIKE I’M MISSING OUT.) 
 

A: I love the fact that you feel you are missing out on headship! Not many would say 
this!!!! But you aren’t actually missing out! I’ll show you. 

There is such an order in Christian marriage, as the passage suggests (though many 
disagree), though how to work that out in Christian marriage is hard enough – given 
that the application in that passage (head-coverings or not?) is difficult and likely 
context-specific. 

However, working this application out in a share house of unmarried people is much 
easier actually than in marriage!  

If you are Christians together you all have a head – your great groom, so to speak – 
Jesus Christ (Ephesians 5). You are his bride. In this sense you ARE married, as we all 
are. So you get to submit to His loving care and let that shape your household in 
whatever way works best for you all, and for His glory more importantly.  

For example, I think it makes sense for share-houses of Christians to make time to 
fellowship together and not just live like a dorm room. It makes sense to rea dthe 
word together some time or other, and pray for each other. This is a great way to 
receive and enjoy Jesus’ love in your household. 

Q: HUSBANDS BE THE FIRST TO GIVE UP OF ONESELF FOR YOUR WIFE…? THAT 
KIND OF SOUNDS LIKE SUBMISSION TOO? 

Sounds like it? Sounds a lot like it!  

Some say this is what Paul says ‘Submit yourself to one another out of reverence for 
Christ’ in Ephesians 5:21. Ie. All Christians lay down their lives for each other – 
submitting their good under the good of the other.  

This is true in practice, and a fair common-use of the word ‘submit’ - but not quite 
what I think Eph 5:21 is saying. I think (with Don Carson and Peter O’Brien, to name a 
couple of commentators) that Eph 5:21 does describe a general attitude of 
submission to each other, but the particulars are varied – which is why only wives, 
slaves and kids are told to submit and not husbands, parents and masters.  

I think in the passage regarding husbands and wives, for example, self-sacrifical love 
is asked of the head, and submission is asked of the body – but only one of those 
looks like first-to-the-cost-sacrifice – and that is for the head. 

So in some ways ‘giving oneself up for your wife’ doesn’t sound like submission at all. 
It just sounds like proper headship.  Submission looks like opening your arms and 
saying thanks for that! 

Maybe submission is better than we thought when you are being loved by either 
Jesus or a decent husband? 



(I do, however, like your observation that the description of headship sounds 
awesomely self-sacrificial!  

By the way, I personally have no problem submitting to my wife in a variety of ways – 
using the common-sense use of the term – eg. letting her run our tax admin, because 
I suck at it 

This does not deny the headship given to me as a husband which is to use the power 
and authority of husbanding to beat her to the chase at self-sacrifice and love her as 
much as I can Christ-ward.) 

Q: DOES THE SUBMISSION/HEADSHIP THING APPLY TO WORKPLACES? 

A: Not sure. It does in the New Testament because the master/slave relationship was 
part of household relations, nd this is where people get it from passage-wise. The 
‘master’ functioned as husband/parent/master and it seems to have been viewed as-
a-piece.  

When the workplace predominantly shifts out of the ‘household’ I am not sure it 
applies as simply. However, remember that the root of headship is the idea of 
authority/power. Your boss does have that in any workplace. In which case, the kind 
of applications made for slaves in Colossians 3:22-25 are at least worth thinking 
about. Either way, the general pattern of a respect for authority in the scriptures 
suggests you should think heaps about how to help your boss in the workplace to 
whatever godly degree you can, even if they are pretty painful at times. Remember 
how Daniel served Nebucchadnezzar – and he was a straight-up fool most of the 
time! 

Remember also what it says about making the work of your church leaders a ‘joy’ in 
Hebrews 13:17? This is a different context – but same dynamic – and worth reflecting 
on too. 

 

Q: WHY DOES THE PASSAGE MAKE IT SO EASY FOR PEOPLE TO MISINTERPRET 
SUBMISSION AND THEREFORE FOR WRONG ACTIOSN TO TAKE PLACE? 

A: Sinful people need no convenient mis-interpretation to justify their sin. This is why 
you find abusive jerks among left-wing male feminists. They have no passage in their 
literature to even vaguely lean on and still manage to treat women badly.  

However, I would say that what you put your finger on is accurate and tremendously 
sad.  

It is really only a misinterpretation possible as long as people don’t actually read the 
bible. My advice to us all – DO NOT LET CHRISTIAN MEN HEAR ABOUT SUBMISSION 
AND HEADSHIP WITHOUT MAKING SURE THEY ACTUALLY READ THE BIBLE!!!!  

I don’t trust blokes on their own – let them have God’s help or they’ll make a mess of 
anything! 

(That goes for women too, of course ;)) 

Q: PLEASE EXPLAIN THE RELATIONSHIP OF HUSBAND TO WIFE AS CHRIST IS TO 
THE CHURCH? 

A: I can’t do this very well – Ephesians 5 does it better. Read it again.  

What I will say is that this passage describes an essential love poetry in which Jesus 
loves the church so much, despite its’ sin and unloveliness, that he willingly and 
quickly lays his life down for it. The same ‘poetry’ is operative for a husband – who 
usually have 1000 reasons more than Jesus to do that for their lovely wives. They are 
usually slower to it though. That’s why Jesus is always more awesome than us. 



What I will say is this comparison gives us the poetry, but not the plumbing. How a 
husband is to do that in detail is down to the particular needs and possible goods of 
their wife; it is also down to the particular interpersonal dynamics (power-sharing, 
role-clarity, etc) of their relationship. It looks different for different folks, I guess – but 
it always looks like selfless love. Hope that is clear enough! 

Q: ALSO, PLEASE EXPLAIN THE COMPARISON BETWEEN MEN AND CHRIST IN THE 
ROLE OF SAVIOUR 

A: If this question means – does the husband ‘save’ the wife, like Jesus does the 
church?  

No. Only Jesus died on the cross. I can’t stand in for him for anyone else ever. My 
self-sacrifice is the self-sacrifice of a mouse who is not sacrificing very much anyway. 
Jesus was a giant.   

And yes. Paul tells Timothy to ‘watch your life and doctrine, for by it you will save 
both yourself and your hearers’ (1 Tim 4:16). We do help each other along the 
salvation road in this secondary way. So does a husband for his wife.  

By the way, so does a wife for her husband! 

 

Q: COLOSSIANS SAYS SUBMISSION BETWEEN A HUSBAND AND WIFE, BUT ! 
CORINTHIANS 11 SAYS ‘MAN’ IS THE HEAD OF THE ‘WOMAN’. SO DO WOMEN 
SUBMIT TO ALL MEN, OR ALL CHRISTIAN MEN? 

A: Translation issue – in Greek the words in both passages for man and woman are 
the same for husband and wife. So you have to work it out from context. My view is 1 
Corinthians 11 also refers to husbands and wives as I think the context for speech and 
prophesy in 1 Corinthians generally is disturbed marriage relations in the context of 
church. Other differ. From such stuff are Friday night conversations made.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


